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ACROSS
Detail a number of arithmetic errors in 
reverse order (6)

1

Ranked leader of platoon backed transfer (6)4
Spree is being reviewed? (5)8
Sensor that's contaminated by river fungus 
(9)

9

Valet, say, right beside vehicle in station (7)11
End of the twisted antler is lasting (7)12
Mediterranean republic discounting a type of 
whisky (4)

13

Fabulous boy confused "h" with "l"? (8)14
I am tucking into a baked dish, not cooked 
capsicum (8)

17

Agreeable statement organised on the way 
out of town (4)

19

One drowned in waterway close to a 
European holiday area (7)

23

Complaint is about long lens out of alignment 
(7)

24

Be impressed with new term for fanatic (9)25
Give up one involved in outbreak (5)26
Is last to shoot in slightly crazy game (6)27
Dopey one's laid dropping ecstasy in wild 
orgy (6)

28

DOWN
Oxygen found in bone and some part of a cell 
(8)

1

Unfenced entry secured by smart authority? 
(7)

2

A bit of bother - a motorway sign (3,3)3
Retired agent of scientist upset people like 
me (14)

4

Tin mostly used in rebuilding of chalet is 
strong (8)

5

Country - it's one manipulated by Russia 
ultimately (7)

6

Treacle shipped by one character (14)7
Small stream and river in poor condition (4)10
Mass encased in moulded steel is lasting (8)15
One that mixes contents of dye with hair? (8)16
One wanted by another as part of organised 
event? (7)

18

Time for a soiree just in back of building (7)20
Part of wheel, perhaps, is sharp for the most 
part (4)

21

Shiner's black look? (6)22


